Long-term results of segmental prosthesis fixation by extracortical bone-bridging and ingrowth.
The technique of extracortical bone-bridging and ingrowth fixation with a porous coating over the shoulder region of the implant and augmentation by autogenous bone-grafting was introduced to improve the longevity of implant fixation. The potential advantages of this technique are that new-bone formation across the bone-prosthesis junction may share stress and may prevent osteolysis by sealing off this critical region against the infiltration of wear particles. The objectives of this study were to examine the prevalence of stem-loosening with use of the extracortical bone-bridging and ingrowth technique, the amount of bone formation over the porous-coated region of this prosthesis, and the characteristics of bone formation over the porous-coated region and adjacent bone. Forty-three patients who had prosthetic reconstruction with the extracortical bone-bridging and ingrowth technique from 1976 to 1990 were included in this retrospective study. The mean length of follow-up was 9.7 years (range, two to twenty-one years). All but one patient were managed with autogenous bone graft; five, with allograft and autograft; and one, with allograft only. Extracortical bone formation was measured over a 2-cm length of the porous-coated region of the prosthesis in four zones (the medial and lateral aspects on anteroposterior radiographs and the anterior and posterior aspects on lateral radiographs) and was reported as the percentage of the total length (8 cm) covered by extracortical bone with a thickness of >1 mm. The Spearman rank coefficient was used to assess the correlation between pairs of continuous variables. The final average percentage of the porous-coated region that was covered by extracortical bone formation was 76% +/- 34% for all patients and anatomical sites of reconstruction. Use of bone cement was associated with less bone formation (p = 0.04), and this value remained lower at the final measurement (p = 0.06). One stem had aseptic loosening, but no sign of osteolysis was found. The radiographic appearance of the bone formation had stabilized at two years of follow-up. All patients with allograft augmentation had greater bone formation. The amount of extracortical bone formation did not differ in relation to the type of porous coating, anatomical sites, pathological disorder, sex or age of the patient, or length of reconstruction. As shown by the low prevalence of stem-loosening (two of fifty-six stems or one of forty-three patients), the use of the extracortical bone-bridging and ingrowth fixation technique is associated with improved stem fixation in segmental bone-replacement prostheses applied for limb salvage. In the demanding biomechanical environment and with the risk of stress and particle-related bone resorption, the extracortical bone-bridging and ingrowth fixation is an attractive method to provide long-lasting implant fixation.